1. Divide the rectangle into eighths. Be sure each part is the same size. 
Color one eighth red. Color three eighths blue. Color half of the parts green.

2. Divide the rectangle into quarters. Be sure each part is the same size. 
Color one quarter orange. Color the rest green.

3. Divide the rectangle into thirds. Be sure each part is the same size. 
Color one third blue. Color another third yellow. Color the rest green.
Note to Teacher: Answers may vary. Students may divide rectangles in different ways, and color different combinations of parts.

1. Divide the rectangle into eighths. Be sure each part is the same size. Color one eighth red. Color three eighths blue. Color half of the parts green.

2. Divide the rectangle into quarters. Be sure each part is the same size. Color one quarter orange. Color the rest green.

3. Divide the rectangle into thirds. Be sure each part is the same size. Color one third blue. Color another third yellow. Color the rest green.